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Abstract  
 
Recently Chung et al proposed three party authenticated key exchange protocol. Lo et al demonstrated that Chung et 

al protocol is vulnerable to undetectable online dictionary attack and proposed a modified protocol. Unfortunately, this paper 
shows that Lo et al protocol is not secure and suffers from undetectable online password guessing attack. 
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1. Introduction  
 

Password based three party authenticated key exchange protocols are extensively used in network 
communications due to its simplicity. In three party key exchange protocol, the two clients will depends on the 
server to establish a secure session key, where the server provides session key to the two clients, but the server will 
not be able to gain any information on the value of that session key. People choose easily remembrable passwords, 

hence passwords are tend to various types of attacks. In general the password guessing attacks can be divided into 

three classes and they are listed below [1]: 
 
� Detectable on-line password guessing attacks: An attacker attempts to use a guessed password in an on-line 
transaction. He/She verifies the correctness of his/her guess using the response from server. A failed guess can be 
detected and logged by the server. 
 
� Undetectable on-line password guessing attacks: Similar to Detectable on-line password guessing attack, an 
attacker tries to verify a password guess in an on-line transaction. However, a failed guess cannot be detected and 
logged by server, as server is not able to distinguish an honest request from a malicious one. 
 
� Off-line password guessing attacks: An attacker guesses a password and verifies his/her guess off-line. No 
participation of server is required, so the server does not notice the attack. 
 
 In 2007, Lu cao proposed three party PAKE protocol [2]. In 2008, Chung and ku [3] pointed out 
impersonation of initiator attack, impersonation of responder attack and man in the middle attack on Lu Cao 
protocol and proposed a countermeasure. Later Lo et al [4] pointed out that Chung and ku protocol suffers from 
undetectable online attack and proposed an enhanced protocol. However, their enhanced protocol still suffers from 
undetectable online password guessing attack. 
 
 The paper is organized as follows: section 2 briefly reviews Lo et al protocol, section 3 describes 
undetectable online password guessing attack on Lo et al protocol and the concluding remarks are given in section 4. 
 
2. Lo yeh Chiang protocol: 
 
In this section, we review Lo et al S-3 PAKE protocol. 
 

Step1: XIDHBA A ||)(: 2

 
 

A generates a random number PZx , and calculates )(2
AIDH and 

)(2 1)).,(||( PWH
A

xx MIDgHgX . Next A sends 

XIDH A ||)(2

to B as a communication request. 
 

Step 2: YIDHXIDHSB BA ||)(||||)(: 22
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Similarly B generates a random number PZy , and calculates )(2
BIDH  and 

)(2 2)).,(||( PWH
B

yy NIDgHgY .then B 

sends YIDHXIDH BA ||)(||||)( 22

to the trusted server S. 
 

Step 3: YXBS ||:  
 

S calculates 
)(2 1/)),(||( PWH

A
xx MXIDgHg  and verifies if ),( A

x IDgH holds or not. If it holds then S selects a 

random number PZz , and finds 
zxxz gg )( . Similarly, S also calculates 

)(2 2/)),(||( PWH
B

yy NYIDgHg  and 

verifies if ),( B
y IDgH holds or not. If it holds then S finds zyyz gg )( , 

)(
1

22 )),(,),(),((. AIDHx
sBA

yz gPWHIDIDHIDHHgX  and 
)(

2
22 )),(,),(),((. BIDHy

sAB
xz gPWHIDIDHIDHHgY . 

 

Step 4: ||: XAB  
 

Upon receiving X and Y , B utilizes its identity  BID and password 
2PW to retrieve  

)(
2

22 )),(,),(),((/ BIDHy
sAB

xz gPWHIDIDHIDHHYg . After that, B computes  
yxzxyz gg )( and 

)),(),(( 22 xyz
BA gIDHIDHH  

 
 
 
 
 

          ),( 1PWIDA A                      ),( 2PWIDB B                                ),),(,,),(( 2
2

1
2 PWIDIDHPWIDIDHS BBAA  
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xx MIDgHgX  
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B
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                                                                  YIDHXIDH BA ||)(||||)( 22

 

                                                                                                   
)(2 1/)),(||( PWH

A
xx MXIDgHg

 

                                                                                                           verify 
),( A

x IDgH
 

                                                                                          if it holds, then compute 
zxzx gg )( and 

                                                                                    
                    

)(2 2/)),(||( PWH
B

yy NYIDgHg  
                                                                                                         

  verify ),( B
y IDgH  

                                                                                         
 if it holds, then compute 

zyzy gg )( and 
                                                                                    )(

1
22 )),(,),(),((. AIDHx

sBA
yz gPWHIDIDHIDHHgX         

                                                                                    
)(

2
22 )),(,),(),((. BIDHy

sAB
xz gPWHIDIDHIDHHgY  

                                                                      
YX ,

 
                                             

)(
2

22 )),(,),(),((/ BIDHy
sAB

xz gPWHIDIDHIDHHYg  

                                   )),(),(( 22 xyz
BA gIDHIDHH  

                                 
,X

   )(
2

22 )),(,),(),((/ AIDHx
sBA

yz gPWHIDIDHIDHHXg             
Verify  

)),(),(( 22 xyz
AB gIDHIDHH  

)),(),(( 22 xyz
BAA gIDHIDHHSK  

                                  
                                              Verify  

                                             )),(),(( 22 xyz
BAB gIDHIDHHSK  

                                    
 

Fig 1. Lo Yeh Chiang protocol 
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Step 5: :BA  
 

Upon receiving ||X , A utilizes its identity  AID and password 
1PW to retrieve  

)(
1

22 )),(,),(),((/ AIDHx
sBA

yz gPWHIDIDHIDHHXg . After that, A computes  
xyzxyz gg )( and 

verifies )),(),(( 22 xyz
BA gIDHIDHH , if the received is equal to computed then B is authenticated by A. 

Now, A calculates )),(),(( 22 xyz
AB gIDHIDHH and sends to B. 

 

 Now B calculates )),(),(( 22 xyz
AB gIDHIDHH , if the received is equal to calculated , then A is 

authenticated by B. Finally A and B finds the key )),(),(( 22 xyz
BABA gIDHIDHHSKSK  

 
Fig 1 shows Lo et al protocol. 
 
 
3. Undetectable online attack on Lo et al protocol 
 
In this section, we demonstrate undetectable online attack on Lo et al protocol 
 

If AID is exposed (since identities of clients are not generally secret), B can mount undetectable online password 
guessing attack on Lo et al protocol  
 

Step1: XIDHBA A ||)(: 2

 
 

A generates a random number PZx , and calculates )(2
AIDH and 

)(2 1)).,(||( PWH
A

xx MIDgHgX . Next A sends 

XIDH A ||)(2

to B as a communication request. 
 

Step 2: B guesses a password 
*

1PW and finds 
)(2 *

1PWHM  

 

Step 3: Now, B calculates *)(2 1
*

/ xPWH gMX [X is sent by A to B] 
 

Step 4: Calculate ),(
*

A
x IDgH  

 

Step 5: Let 
yx gg

*

, now B finds 
)(2 2)).,(||( PWH

B
yy NIDgHgY  

 
 
Step 6: B sends  YIDHXIDH BA ||)(||||)( 22

  to S 

 

Step 7: S calculates 
)(2 1/)),(||( PWH

A
xx MXIDgHg  and verifies if ),( A

x IDgH holds or not. If it holds then S selects 

a random number PZz , and finds 
zxxz gg )( . Similarly, S also calculates 

)(2 2/)),(||( PWH
B

yy NYIDgHg  and 

verifies if ),( B
y IDgH  holds or not. If it holds then S finds zyyz gg )( , 

)(
1

22 )),(,),(),((. AIDHx
sBA

yz gPWHIDIDHIDHHgX  and 
)(

2
22 )),(,),(),((. BIDHy

sAB
xz gPWHIDIDHIDHHgY  and 

sends YX , to B. 
 

Step 8: B finds 
)(

2
22 )),(,),(),((/ BIDHy

sAB
xz gPWHIDIDHIDHHYg and 

)(
1

*22 )),(,),(),((/
*

AIDHx
sBA

yz gPWHIDIDHIDHHXg . If 
yzxz gg , the the guesses password 

*
1PW is correct. 

 
Else, guess one more password and repeat step 2-step 6 and step 8. 
 
Figure 2 shows undetectable online password guessing attack on Lo et al protocol. 
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2
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)(
2
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1
*22 )),(,),(),((/

*
AIDHx
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yz gPWHIDIDHIDHHXg  

                                   
 

                                                  If 
yzxz gg then the guessed password is correct 

 
Fig 2. Undetectable online password guessing attack on Lo Yeh Chiang protocol 

 
 

4. Conclusion 
 
Lo et al proposed security enhanced S-3 PAKE protocol. However, this paper had shown that their protocol suffers 
from undetectable online password guessing attack. 
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